
A F T E R N O O N  TE A

SANDWICHES

Hen egg, black truffle & yuzu on brioche bun

Smoked salmon & rhubarb chutney on rye bread

Goat curd & pickled beetroot on spinach bread

Mustard & honey roast beef, horseradish relish on white bread

SCONES

Plain & raisins scones

Served with strawberry jam, apple jam & clotted cream

SWEET

Vanilla & candy grapefruit 'pebble'

Treacle & coffee opera cake, macadamia mousse

Apple tatin cremeux, puff pastry, sour apple gel

Hazelnuts & liquorice choux bun

Date mousse, pear compote, cookie dough

Traditional afternoon tea  £45 per person

Champagne afternoon tea £60 per person 

Should you have any questions regarding allergens, preparation or contents of our food, please ask a member of our 
team.  All prices are inclusive of VAT. A discretionary service charge of 12.5% will be added to the total bill.
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BLACK TEAS

THE LANGLEY BLEND
The Langley Blend is a blend of the 
finest China black tea with real 
orange peels, cloves, hibiscus and 
cornflower blossoms finished with 
the finest almond pieces, for a 
soothing and relaxing cup. 

ENGLISH BREAKFAST BLEND
A robust, full-bodied and malty leaf 
tea made from unblended Assam 
and Caylon. The broken leaves 
make for a strong brew – just what 
is required first thing in the morning

EARL GREY BLEND
Bright, fruity and ever-popular, our 
Earl Grey is made from the finest 
Chinese black tea, and flavoured 
with aromatic and stimulating 
natural oil of bergamot. 

LAPSANG SOUCHONG
To give this tea its rich and smoky 
flavour, plucked leaves are withered 
over pine fires, pan-dried and 
rolled, then placed in bamboo 
baskets and smoked over 
smouldering pinewood fires.

pinewood fires

ROIBOS
Naturally red in colour and smooth 
to taste, this caffeine-free alternative 
to tea is a traditional South African 
favourite, with a smooth slightly 
sweet taste and is harvested from 
red bush plants grown in the best 
conditions to produce the most 
flavourful organic brew and 
enjoyable with or without milk.

APRICOT DREAM
A blend of the finest Ceylon tea, 
sunflower petals and blue mallow 
blossoms, it has a luscious apricot 
flavour with notes similar to summer 
berries with a touch of vanilla.

MOUNTAIN GARDEN BLEND
Created from the finest, fresh and 
tippy early season Darjeeling leaves 
mixed with premium, sweet and 
nutty oolong tea; this blend 
achieves a unique balance that is 
both delicious and moreish. It has a 
deep golden liquor and an aroma 
and flavour reminiscent of honey.

T H E  LA N G L E Y  
T E A  SE L E C T I O N
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GREEN TEAS

ORGANIC PEPPERMINT
Our calming, soothing, refreshing 
pure peppermint infusion is both 
organic and caffeine-free. To 
create this very special herbal we 
use only a very special cut of pure 
peppermint leaf for a delightful 
note of caramel on the finish. 

ORGANIC CHINESE SENCHA
Our own Sencha is organic and 
uses lustrously green, whole tea 
leaves of the highest-quality; 
specially selected for their fresh, 
vegetal aromas and crisp 
refreshing flavours. This results in a 
quintessential example of green 
tea, a wonderfully crisp cup which is 
the strongest of our green teas in 
flavour. 

ORGANIC CHINESE GUNPOWDER 
The tightly-rolled tea leaves of our 
Gunpowder Tea are said to 
resemble gunpowder pellets, giving 
this unique tea its name. Those 
pellets uncurl when brewed, 
producing this smoky and peaceful 
tea.

LEMON SHIMMER
This wonderfully fruity green tea 
blend was created as a great tasting 
refresher with the finest steamed 
Chinese green tea leaves balanced 
with the tang and sweetness of 
natural lemon peels and oils.

ORIENTAL BERRY
To create this summery, fruity blend 
we have taken the finest steamed 
green tea leaves and real flower 
and fruit pieces for a beautiful blend 
with a wonderful pedigree. Oriental 
Berry is light and smooth, fruity and 
sweet with great green tea flavours 
and slight dryness on the finish.

JASMINE WHITE MONKEY 
White Monkey is made from a rare 
Chinese green tea which is then 
scattered with natural jasmine 
blossoms and left to naturally infuse 
with scent and flavour for an 
aromatic, refreshing and floral tea 
with a sweet finish.
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FRUIT INFUSION

BLOOD ORANGE
Created to take advantage of the 
wonderful flavours, colours and 
benefits of blood orange, which 
have been blended with hibiscus 
and rosehip for balance and a hint 
of spice. The result is this delicious 
and refreshing infusion with a 
strong, juicy orange flavour which is 
more intense than standard orange 
flavours. 

PRECIOUS PEACH 
Our delicious peachy caffeine-free 
infusion is fragrant, sweet and 
resplendent with summery flavours. 
We have combines real peach and 
mango pieces with apples and 
flower blossoms for a summery 
taste. This caffeine-free infusion is 
also packed with vitamin c.

SPICED PEAR
This is a naturally sweet infusion 
with a great pear and cinnamon 
taste. We have blended real pear 
and apple pieces with cinnamon 
and real flower blossoms for a fruity 
infusion full of pear flavour which is 
balanced, slightly sweet and 
produces a stunning deep red 
liquor.

which is balanced, slightly 
sweet and produces a stunning 
deep red liquor.

STRABERRY AND RASPBERRY 
We have blended real whole fruits 
and fruit pieces for a pure infusion 
packed with flavour. Sweet, but 
naturally sugar-free, this blend  
combines strawberry and 
raspberry with apple and 
elderberries for a smooth, 
balanced and fully flavour. 

VITAL APPLE
This special fruit infusion uses the 
finest, most delicious ingredients to 
create a deliciously sweet cup 
which is full of crisp apple flavours 
and a hint of pineapple for a 
distinctive apple reminiscent of 
baked apples and a great 
refresher at any time of day.
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ORGANIC HERBAL INFUSIONS

ORGANIC IMMUNE BOOST           
An organic, caffeine-free, fruity, 
zesty and slightly sweet infusion that 
is loaded with healthy ingredients, 
vitamins and minerals all designed 
to refresh, invigorate and boost 
when your body most needs it.

ORGANIC DETOX
This refreshing blend of fennel, 
lemon grass and lemon peel has 
been carefully crafted in order to 
develop a blend with ingredients 
knows to boost the metabolism and 
balance the digestive system whilst 
being very high in antioxidants.

ORGANIC TUMERIC AND GINGER 
We have selected the finest organic 
cut of this popular spice in order to 
fully develop flavour whilst 
maintaining clarity. When brewed, 
turmeric & ginger is strongly spicy, 
peppery and warm with a distinct 
ginger flavour and produces a dark 
orange liquor.

ORGANIC CHAMOLILE FLOWERS 
Our chamomile uses only the whole 
chamomile flower heads for the 
finest aroma, colour and flavour; it 
is smooth, clean and has a 
delightful apple-honey finish. 

distinct ginger flavour and 
produces a dark orange liquor.
which is balanced, slightly 
sweet and produces a stunning 
deep red liquor.

WHITE TEAS

JASMINE & MINT
The beautiful, distinctive leaves of 
Jasmine & Mint are some of the 
rarest and most distinctive available 
for the sweetest, most fragrant white 
tea infusion. Jasmine blossoms are 
then scattered over the freshly 
picked leaves before drying and 
then left to absorb the scent 
naturally.

WHITE PEONY
This light and refreshing pure white 
tea includes just pure large-leaf 
White Peony tea leaves and 
absolutely nothing else. A delectable 
white tea with a clean, pure, delicate 
flavour and honeyed finish.

WHITE PEONY WITH PINK 
ROSEBUDS
Our signature white tea blend uses 
only whole, large white tea leaves 
and rosebuds and is clean, fragrant 
and elegant with a refined flavour. 
We have blended these wonderful 
tea leaves with fragrant whole pink 
rosebuds for an infusion that is clean, 
smooth, sweet and mild with hint of 
luxurious perfume. Beautiful, 
refreshing and extraordinary.
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